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EVOLUTION

AND PERMANENCE

In connection with modern views of
science we hear so much of evolution and
evolutionists that it is worth our while to
ask if there is any such process as evo
lution

in

yes.
Unquestionably,
known of this

nature.

But all that is actually

process we owe to the great embryolo
gists of our century, Dollinger and his pu
—
pils K. E. von Beer, Pander, and others,
the men in short who have founded the sci
ence

of Embryology.

It

qf

is true there are

[Jenner-y,

OF TYPE.

all the more impressive for
its universality.
Under the recent and novel applica
tion of the terms "evolution" and "evo
lutionist," we are in danger of forgetting
the only process of the kind in the growth
of animals which has actually been dem
ganic world,

onstrated,

as

well as the men to whom

we owe that demonstration.

Indeed, the

science of Zoology, including everything
pertaining to the past and present life and

done since, and
younger
are doing now, noble work in this field of
research; but the glory must, after all, be
given to those who opened the way in

history of animals, has furnished, since the
beginning of the nineteenth century, an
amount of startling and exciting informa

which

more recent students are pressing
forward.
The pioneers in the science of Embry

old landmarks.

ology, by a series of investigations which
will challenge admiration as long as pa

diversity,

men who have

tience and accuracy of research are valued,
have proved that all living beings produce
eggs, and that these eggs contain a yolk
substauce out of which new beings, iden
tical with their parents, are evolved by a
These
succession of gradual changes.
successive stages of growth constitute ev
as understood by embryologists,
and within these limits all naturalists who
olution,

anything of Zoology may be said
The law of evolu
to be evolutionists.
tion, however, so far as its working is
know

is a law controlling develop
ment and keeping types within appointed
cycles of growth, which revolve forever
upon themselves, returning at appointed
understood,

to the same starting-point and
repeating through a succession of phases
These cycles have never
the same course.
been known to oscillate or to pass into
intervals

each

other;

indeed,

differences known
the same

stock

the only structural
between individuals of

are monstrosities

or pe

pertaining to sex, and the latter
are as abiding and permanent as type
itself.
Taken together the relations of
sex constitute one of the most obscure
culiarities

and wonderful

features of the whole or

tion in which men

lost sight of the
the present ferment of
theories respecting the relations of animals
to one another, their origin, growth, and
have

In

those broader principles of our
which the whole animal
science-—upon
kingdom has been divided into a few
grand comprehensive types, each one a
structural unit in itself-are completely
overlooked.

It is not very long since, with the ex
ception of Insects, all the lower animals
were grouped together in one division as
Worms, on account of their simple struct
A century ago this classification,
established by Linnaaus, was still unques
tioned.
Cuvier was the first to introduce
ure.

a classification

based not merely upon a
more or less complicated organization but
He rec
upon ideas or plans of structure.
ognized four of these plans in the whole
animal kingdom, neither more nor less.
However, when this principle was first an
nounced, the incompleteness of our knowl
edge made it impossible to apply it cor
in every case, and Cuvier himself
placed certain animals of obscure or in
tricate structure under the wrong head.
Nevertheless the law was sanctioned, and
rectly

gave at once a new aim and impulse to
This idea of structural
investigation.

of a natural
plans, as the foundation
classification, dates only from the year
1812, and was first presented by Cu

by

work, and arriving at the same result
The one, building up
from the ﬁrst dawn of life
the embry
in

different methods.

a

onic germs of various animals, worked out
the four great types of organic life from
the beginning; while his co-workcr reached
the same end through
study of their per
fected structure

in adult forms.

Starting

in

a

I

by

in

The natural
plicity of structural detail.
result of this was
breaking up of the four
great groups of Radiates, Mollusks, Artic
ulates and Vertebrates into
larger num
ber of primary divisions.
Classifications
were multiplied with astonishing rapidity,
and each writer had his own system of

until our science was per
plcxingly burdened with synonymes.
may mention, as
sample, one or two of
the more prominent changes introduced at
this time into the general classification of
animals.
nomenclature,

I

almost simultaneously
two independ
ent investigators, ignorant of each other’s

much rarer gift than that of dis
cerning them, many students lost sight of
the unity of structural design
the multi
facts

The
Cuvier

Radiates
into

These classes,

studies.

auemones,

Von Baer in Embryology,

seemed to reveal,

dimly and in broken outlines,
history carried on coherently
through all times and extending gradually
over the whole surface of the earth, until

a

however

the animal kingdom as

at present exists, with man at its

head.

it

culminated

in

it

consistent

by

by

classes, the only difference being that vari
ous organs which
the Polyps and Aca
were, simply hollowed out
lzphs are, as
of the substance of the body, have
the

in

ied remains of extinct life, following fast
upon those of Cuvier in structure and of

vated into
There
primary division.
however, no valid ground for this.
The
the same
all three
plan of structure

Echinoderms

walls of their own.

This

special complication of structural execu
tion, but makes no difference in the
ruct
st

in Geology, with its bur

is

in

the discoveries

Of these
perhaps, as Bcchc-de-mer).
three classes the ‘two ﬁrst, Polyps and
Leuckart and
Acalephs, were set apart
other naturalists as “ Cmlenterata,” while
the Echinoderms
themselves were ele

in

It was natural
animal kingdom.
to suppose that all living beings were
some way or other connected; and, indeed,
whole

and the like), Acalephs (jelly
ﬁshcs), and Echinoderms (star-ﬁshes,~sea
urchins, and holothurians, better known,

a

with greater precision, and to trace the
affinities between the minor divisions of the

as they now stand accord
ing to his classification, with some recent
improvements, are Polyps (corals, sea,

it

a

century following, the
aim of all naturalists was to determine the
relations of these groups to one another

to

a

by

For aquarter of

divided

been

which, on
he erroneously
data,
imperfect
added
the Intestinal Worms and the Infusoria.

diametrically opposite points, they
met at last on the higher ground to which
their respective
they were both led

from

had

three classes,

by

by

ﬁrmation of the distinct circumscription of
types, as based upon structure, announced

stirred investigators to a closer
comparison of their structure.
The sci
ence of Comparative Anatomy made rapid
strides; and since the ability of combining
kingdom

is,

a

and of these embryonic norms there are
but four. Here, then, was
double eon

announcement

in the animal

is

a

is

living creature

in

later investigators.
Every
formed
an egg and
grows up according to
pattern and a
mod: of development common to its type,
confirmed

The
zoological science.
of four typical divisions

in

by

a

like conclusion, namely, that
arrived at
there are four different modes of growth
This result has only been
among animals.

under the new stimulus to research, led
men away from the simple and, as
be
lieve, sound principles of classification es
tablished
the two great masters of

a

though bearing equally on the structural
relations of organized beings, he, with
out knowing of Cuvier's investigations,

The next step, though
natural result
the flood of facts poured
upon us

a

different branch of research,

of

a

In
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a

egg.

a

in

in

young naturalist, Dolliuger’s favorite and
Ger
most original pupil, was studying
the
many the growth of the chicken

Type.

is

a

in

in

the Annals of the Museum in
vier
Paris.
Abuut the same time another great
vestigator, Karl Ernst von Baer, then

of‘
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ural

plan.

The organs and

the whole

it

branches of the animal kingdom, the Ver
tebrates for instance, partial or total seg
mentation, in different classes;
but
does not

is

lead to any typical differences
there, any more than among Mollusks.
Another instance
that of the Bryozoa
and Tunicata, which were separated from
the Mollusks on account of the greater
simplicity of their structure and associat

it

a

it

aims of all the more advanced students of

Natural History; they

have differed only
their methods and appreciations.
But
Darwin has placed the subject on
differ
ent basis from that of all his predecessors,

and has brought to the discussion
vast
information,
amount of well-arranged

cogency of argument, and
His
captivating charm of presentation.
doctrine appealed the more powerfully to
convincing

the scientific world because he maintained

types admitted nowadays
most zoologists are founded only upon
structural complication, without
special
and
regard to the plan of their structure

not frequently overstepped the boundaries
of actual knowledge and allowed his imag

;

by

the numerous

at first not upon metaphysical ground
Indeed
but upon observation.
might
be said that he treated his subject accord
ing to the best scientific methods, had he

it

ed with

it

those simpler Worms in which
articulated limbs are wanting.
In short,

study of the relations of animals and plants
has at all times been one of the principal

a

a

structure which has the same
mately to
essential features as that of the other
Mollusks. Indeed, we find also in other

froy St. Hilaire and others; nor was
wholly original even with them, for the

a

of the two other classes.
But this surface segmentation leads ulti

the members

had been
Under different aspects
repeatedly for more than
century
Lamarck,
E. Geof
DeMaillet,

new.

urged

a

is

a

a

distinct type,
Acephala, and set apart as
surface
because their eggs undergo only
segmentation instead of being segmented
the case with
through and through, as

one another or so independent in their
origin and structural relations as most
This idea was not
naturalists believed.

by

lopods, squids
form the highest class among Mollusks,
were separated from the Gasteropods and

Species was to show that neither vegeta
ble nor animal forms are so distinct from

a

the same way Cepha
which
and cuttlefishes,

by

In

by

two divisions.

[January,

Type.

in

structural combination are the same in the

(3f
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the comprehensive principle of structural
conception or plan, as determining the

ination to supply the links which
does not furnish.

primary types, so impressive when first
announced, has gradually lost its hold
upon naturalists through their very famil

The excitement produced
the publi
cation of The Origin of Species may be

distinct

plan of structure for each.
The time has, perhaps, not come for an
impartial appreciation of the views of

Darwin, and the task
it

is

the more difficult
an equally impartial
review of the modifications his theory has
because

involves

undergone at the hands of his followers.
The aim of his first work on The Origin of

by

in all its diversity,

is

According to Oken, the animal kingdom,
but the presentation

in detail of the organization of man.
The
Infusoria are the primordial material of
life scattered broadcast

everywhere, and
complex of such In
The Vertebrates represent what

man himself
fusoria.

but

bones, muscles,
Oken calls flesh, that
nerves, and the senses, in various combi
nations;

the

Fishes

Bone-animals

are

the Reptiles, Muscle
(Knochen-Thiere);
animals
the Birds,
(Muskel-Thiere)
Nerve - animals

the
(Nerven -Thiere)
man, combining in his
higher structure the whole scheme of or
ganic life, at their head—are Sense-ani
Mammnls-—vﬁth

;

a

it

is

four types.
Yet
safe to say that no
primary division will stand which does
not bear the test he applied to the four
great groups, Radiates, Mollusks, Articu
lates, and Vertebrates, namely, that of

losophic, over ﬁfty years ago, in which
was claimed that the key had been
found to the whole system of organic life.

is,

Cuvier's

followed

Natur-Phi

;

are included

which

of Oken's

a

kingdom

in

it

mal

is

such as the sponges and the Protozoa so
called,
too earlyrto atlirm positively
that all the primary divisions of the ani

to that

fairly compared
the appearance

it

iarity with special complications of struct
ure.
But since we are still in doubt as
to the true nature of many organisms,

science
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The parallelism
(Sinnen-Thiere).
was_drawn with admirable skill and car
ried into the secondary divisions, down
to the families and even the genera.
The
Articulates were likened to the systems of

in the knowledge of our
culminating
selves.
known only in con
Speech
nection with the organs of man, thought
in connection with his brain, religion as

respiration and circulation; the Mollusks
to those of reproduction;
the Radiates to
those of digestion.
The comprehensive

as the record

of these views, in
grandeur
the scattered elements of organic
life, serving distinct purposes in the lower

learn that

animals, are gathered into one structural
combination in the highest living being
powerfully to the imagination.
Germany they were welcomed with an
enthusiasm such as is shown there for
appealed

In

Darwinism.

England was lukewarm, and

France turned

a

It
hardly necessary to give here an
analysis of the theory contained in these
works of Darwin. Its watchwords, "nat
ural selection,” “ struggle for existence,”
“

survival of the fittest," are equally famil
iar to those who do and to those who do
not understand them; as well known,
deed, to the amateur
science as to the
by

Western Europe, and perhaps saved
French naturalists from falling into a fan
ciful but attractive doctrine, numbered

and varieties,

past.

it,

Darwin’s ﬁrst work, though it did not
immediately meet with the universal ac
excited,
ceptance since accorded to

in by

nevertheless, intense and general interest.
The circumstance that almost identical
views were

simultaneously expressed
and that several prominent
vestigators hailed them as the solution
Wallace,

in

it

of the great problem, gave them double
seemed improbable that
strength; for
so many able students of nature should
their interpretation of facts, un
agree
by

less that interpretation were the true one.
The Origin of Species was followed

in

is

a

respecting metamorphoses,
respecting the dangers to life among all
animals and the way in which
nature
meets them, respecting the influence of
climate and external conditions upon su
perficial structural features, and respect
ing natural preferences and proclivities
between animals as influencing the final

of interbreeding.
In the Varia
tion of Animals and Plants under Domes
tication all that experiments in breeding
results

or fancy horticulture could teach, whether
the literature and traditions

as recorded

of the subject or gathered from the practi
cal farmers, stock-breeders, and gardeners,
was brought together and presented with
No fact
equal erudition and clearness.
omitted showing the pliability
of
plants and animals under the fostering
care of man. The final conclusion of the

Man.

author

to which

I

in

is

third soon succeeded, The Descent of
The last phase of the doctrine
its identiﬁcation with metaphysics
Dar
win's latest work on The Expression of
the Emotions in Man and Animals.
can

was

summed up
his theory of
And yet this book does but
Pangenesis.
prove more conclusively what was already
known, namely, that all domesticated ani
in

and Plants under Domestication,

is

a
a

second work, The Variation of Animals

naturalist.
It
supported
startling array of facts respecting the
changes animals undergo under domesti
cation, respecting the formation of breeds
professional

in

now among the exploded theories of the

in

a cold shoulder, as she at
present does to the theory of the great
The influence of Cu
English naturalist.
vier and the Jussieux was deeply felt

in

is

as sacred as
physical fact
moral principle.
Our own nature de
mands from us this double allegiance.

is

which

of his aspirations, history
of his deeds, and physical
sciences as the laws under which he lives.
Philosophers and theologians have yet to
the expression

a

ness and

is

mals

mals and cultivated plants are traceable to
distinct species, and that the domesticat

treatment

ed pigeons which furnish so large apor
tion of the illustration are, notwithstand

is

of the subject. It cannot be
one,
too soon understood that science
and that whether we investigate language,
philosophy, theology, history, or physics,
we are

dealing

with

the same

problem,

ing their

great diversity under special
treatment, no exception to this rule.
The
truth
our domesticated animals, with
is,

I

only rejoice that the discussion has taken
dissent from the
this turn, much as
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all their breeds and varieties, have never
been traced

back

to anything
have artificial

but their

varieties,
own species, nor
so far as we know, failed to revert to the
wild stock when left to themselves. Dar
win's

works

and those of his followers

Type.

of

[1811mm

at least upon one of
Two prominent natural
these problems.
ists announced that they had found indi

about to be thrown

cations'of

a direct

structural

connection

between primary types: in the one case
between Mollusks and Vertebrates, in the

new to our previous
knowledge concerning the origin of man
and his associates in domestic life, the
horse, the cow, the sheep, the dog, or,

other between Radiates and Articulates.
The first of these views was published by
a Russian investigator of great skill and
eminence, Kowalevsky.
He stated that

The facts upon
indeed, of any animal.
which Darwin, Wallace, Hwckel, and oth
ers base their views are in the posses
It
sion of every well-educated naturalist.

the Ascidians

have

added nothing

(the so-called soft-shelled
clams) showed, in the course of their
growth, a string of cells corresponding
to the dorsal cord in Vertebrates.
For

formation.

the uninitiated I must explain that, at one
stage of its development, in the upper
layer of cells of which the Vertebrate germ

Darwin's third book, The Descent of
Man, treats a more difficult part of the
In this book the question of
subject.

consists, there arise two folds which, curv
ing upward and inward, form first a longi
tudinal furrow and finally a cavity for the

genealogy
had been

nervous centres, the brain and spinal cord,
while the lower layer of these cells folds

without

a

the whole

ground of heredity, of qualities transmit
ted to the new individual by his progen
itors, and that of resemblanee—whether
physical, intellectual, or moral, between
and the higher mammalia, and
especially between ourselves and our near
est relations, the anthropoid monkeys, —
are brought out with the fulness of ma
mankind

terial and the skill of treatment so charac

of the author. But here again
the reader seeks in vain for any evidence
of a transition between man and his fel
teristic

low-creatures.

Indeed, both with Darwin

two folds, but on the dorsal

tween these
side, that

along the back, under the
spinal marrow, arises a solid string of
more condensed substance, which devel
ops into the dorsal cord, the basis of the
backbone.
Kowalevsky describes, in the
Ascidians,
formation of longitudinally ar
ranged cells as representing an incipient
backbone, running from the middle of the
furrow of the
body into the tail, along
germ of these animals in which the main
nervous swelling
situated.
This was
the friends
hailed as
great discovery
by

a trunk

two volumes

a

torso,

a

these

is

yet

In

tion, circulation,
is,

was as
head.

to enclose the organs of diges
Be
and reproduction.

downward

a

It
is the prominent
topic.
treated already, it is true, in
The Origin of Species, but with no spe
The structure
cial allusion to mankind.

a

is only a question of interpretation, not of
discovery or of new and unlooked-for in

of the transmutation theory.
transition

point

was found

At

last the

between

the

lower and higher animals, and man him
self was traced back to the Ascidians.
scientific journal
One could hardly open

have dropped out from the geological
have

meeting some allusion to the
as our ancestors.
Not only
Ascidians
was
seized upon
the many amateur

preserved, and that in the living animal
the process of transition is too subtle for
detection.
Darwin and his followers thus
throw off the responsibility of proof with

ject, but Darwin himself, and his ardent
followers, welcomed this first direct evi

both

geological

to

embryonic
succession.

growth

and

contributors

\

to the literature of this sub

dence of structural

affinity between the
and the lower animals.
existence of these cells, though

Vertebrates
The

Within the last three or four years, how
ever, it has seemed as if new light were.

History,

by

proved the Dar
had these types been

never thought of
this light before, was
not unknown to naturalists.
have my

I

respect

conclusions

essay on Natural

without

in

winian

or any popular

it

ord which would

rec

a

and his followers, a great part of the argu
ment is purely negative.
It rests partly
upon the assumption that, in the succes
sion of ages, just those transition types
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self

and examined them, and had
to say something in this ar
of their nature and position; but

seen

intended

of

97

Type.

tained by Duvernoy, and in a measure also
by Oken, who described the Echinoderms
as Radiate-worms.
This doctrine, if true,
would at once establish a transition from
Radiates to Articulates.
There
in the
first place, not the slightest foundation for

all naturalists

this

run along the back at all, but
is placed on the ventral side of the body.
To say that the first Vertebrates or their
carried their backbones in
progenitors
this fashion is about as reasonable as to
say that they walked on their heads. It
is reversing their whole structure, and
putting their vertebral column where the
abdominal cavity should be. Von Baer

closes his paper in these words: " It will
have written for
readily be granted that

I

I

zoologists and anatomists; but
may per
haps be blamed for being frequently very
circumstantial where a brief allusion would
have been sufficient.

In

so doing,

I had

the many dilletanti in view, who believe in
complete transmutations, and who might
be disposed to consider it mere conceit not

to recognize the Ascidians as the ancestors
of Man.
beg to apologize for some rep
etitions arising from this consideration for
the dilletanti."
The other so-called discovery is that of
Hmckel, that star-fishes are compound
animals, made up, as it were, of worm-like
united like rays in one organism.

I

A

similar opinion
VOL.

had already been enter

nxn1.—no.

195.

7

a

a

a

a

a

a

a a

is

is

if

it

superficial resemblance
distinct
parts for true
all Mollusks, Articulates,

between totally
In
homologies.
and Vertebrates

the parts are arranged along
longitudinal
axis in Radiates alone they are disposed
around vertical axis, like spherical wedges,
comparable in some instances to the seg
ments of an

This organic for
orange.
mula, for so we may call
differently
expressed and more or less distinct in
different Radiates.
may be built up in
sphere, as in the sea-urchins, or opened
out into
star, like the five-finger;
may
be in the form of
sac divided internally,
as in the sea-anemones, or in that of

a

-— does not

otherwise, we make the mistake of the
Russian naturalist, and compare the front
side of one animal with the dorsal side of
another, or the upper side of one with the
lower side of another; thus taking mere

it

that the string of cells in the former
compared to the dorsal cord of the latter

a

development of the Ascidians has no true
homology with that of the Vertebrates;

paring the Radiates with other animals,
essential to place them in the same atti
tude, so that we compare like with like;

it,
is

internal

With

disk,
divide

channelled
into

or

equal

furrowed
segments,

so as

to

like

the

jelly-fish; but upon comparison the
structural elements are found

in

age.

It

by

one
an organic unit
complete;
other must be so also, and no one
ever suggested that the sea-urchin was
In com
anything but
single organism.
the

a

sight is undimmed
the precision and ease
which only a complete familiarity with all
the facts can give, he shows that the actual
far-reaching,

structural
strictly homological to
segment of an Acaleph or to
radiating
chamber of Polyp. Moreover, the hom
sea-urchin and
star-fish
ology between

a

to the interpretation of which
his whole life has been given.
He is now
very feeble and nearly blind; but the keen,
structure,

chin

a

There is something
touching in the conditions under which he
enters the lists with the younger men who
have set aside the great laws of typical

to the

it

of the Vertebrates.

and have no resemblance whatever
structure of the Worms.
Each
ambulacral zone of
star-fish or
sea-ur
ates,

;

a

a

I

pamphlet upon the develop
ment of the Ascidians as compared to that
alluded,

assumption in the structure of the
star-fish.
The arms of these animals are
made up of the same parts as the vertical
zones of
sea-urchin and of all the Radi

is

have received

is

I

venerate.

very recently from the aged Nestor of the
science of Embryology, K. E. von Baer, to
whose early investigations
have already

a

I

all.

same

These

structural elements bear an identical rela
tion to the vertical axis of the animals. To
compare any Radiate with any Articulate
therefore to compare the vertical axis
of one animal with the horizontal axis of

is

while

is,

was preparing it for the press
the subject was taken from me and
treated by the hand of a master whom

ticle

the other.

The parallelism will not bear
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alternate generations in the lower
animals and the metamorphoses in higher
ones, as in the butterflies and other insects,
the

is

a

or in certain reptiles, frogs and toads, sal
In some of these
amanders, and the like.
long
types the development lasts for
time and the stages of embryonic growth
are often so distinct that, until the connec
traced, each phase
tion between them
a

may seem like
separate existence, where
as they are only chapters in one and the
have myself watched carefully

I

same life.

in

all the successive changes of development
the North American Axolotl, whose re
in

cently discovered metamorphoses have led
to much discussion
connection with the

I

modern doctrine of evolution.
can see
no difference between this and other in

it

in

a

in

in

never more

al

style

current

for principles, when they may be
" the
only unfounded assertions.
Such
survival of the fittest."
After reading
some chapters of The Descent of Man,
could

any one doubt, unless indeed he
happened to be familiar with the facts,
that animals, possessing certain advan
tages over others, are necessarily winners

in the race for life? And yet
not
true that, outside of the influence of man,
there are, in nature, privileged individuals
among animals capable of holding on to
positive gain, generation after gener
ation, and of transmitting
successfully
their peculiarities until they become the
point for another step; the de
scendants losing at last, through this cu
mulative process, all close resemblance to
starting

their progenitors.
It
not true that
slight variation, among the successive off
spring of the same stock, goes on increas

a

;

ment, moving in regular cycles, returning
and
always to the same starting-point,
leading always to the same end such are

attractive

ing until the difference amounts to spe
cific distinction.
On the contrary,
matter of fact that extreme variations

is

is

a

is

The truth
from one animal into another.
that metamorphosis, like all embryonic
normal process of develop
growth,

win's

luring than in connection with this sub
His concise and effective phrases
ject.
have the weight of aphorisms and pass

it

it,

is

Metamorphosis plays a large part in
treated as an evidence of transition
and

quired qualities, even though retained
through successive generations, have led
Dar
to the production of new species.

is

of the animal

is

divisions

it

primary

kingdom.
It is not my intention to take up categor
ically all the different points on which the
modern theory of transmutation is based.

the improvement of breeds and varieties.
has never been known that ac
But

a

distinct

can deny that inheritance
powerful
factor in the maintenance of race and
a

of the fishes, reptiles, birds, and mammalia.
These two cases are thus far the only in
stances which have been brought forward
to prove actual structural affinity between

of one species into another.
Another fertile topic in connection with
this theory
that of heredity.
No one
transition

is

in the reverse position, or crawl about
In like manner the verti
horizontally.
cal position of man in no way invalidates
the homology of his organization with that

have all the constancy and invariability
of other modes of embryonic growth, and
have never been known to lead to any

is

be their

through gill-like organs in the
These gills disap
early part of their life.
later
pear and give place to lungs only
phase of their existence.
Metamorphoses
breathe

is

whatever

natural attitude in the element in which
they live ; whether they stand upright with
the mouth turned upward, or hang down

The high
dinary growth of all animals.
man himself,
er Vertebrates,
including

is

in all other Radiates,

even differ
frogs, for instance; nor does
the or
essentially from like processes

it

which one side of the body is flattened, the
structure exhibits the same plan and the
parts are arranged in the same way as

Ualmry,

Type.

a

examination any more than that between
Even in
the Mollusks and Vertebrates.
and sea - urchins in
those holothurians

qf

a
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ceeding phase. But this does not differ at
all from like processes
the toads and

ex
in a

in

their type.
The whole subject of inheritance
ceedingly intricate, working often

is

ﬁnally degenerate or become sterile; like
monstrosities they die out, or return to

a

stances of metamorphosis. Certain organs,
conspicuous in one phase of the animal's
life, are resorbed and disappear in
suc
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Type.

the Myxinoids, structurally but little above
them, and the Lamper-eels. These are the

mon fishes lay myriads of eggs, hundreds of
thousands in some instances, and these are

animals which Haackel places at the base

for the greater part cast into the water to
be developed at random.
The limitation

of his zoological tree, rooting the whole
Vertebrate branch of the animal kingdom
in the Amphioxns asthe forefather (Stamin
Vater) of the type. Let us look now at
the earliest Vertebrates,

as known and re

corded in geological surveys. They should
of course, if there is any truth in the
transmutation theory, correspond with the

What then
lowest in rank or standing.
are the earliest known Vertebrates?
They
are Selachians (sharks and their allies)
and Ganoids (garpikes and the like), the
highest of all living fishes, structural

I

shall be answered that
ly speaking.
these belong to the Silurian and Devonian
periods, and that it is believed that Ver
tebrates
time.

It

may

have

will also

existed

before that

be argued that Myzonts,

namely Amphioxus, Myxinoids, and Lam
per-eels, have no hard parts and could not

I

have been preserved on that account.
will grant both these points, though the
fact is that the Myzonts do possess solid
parts, in the jaws, as capable of preserva
tion as any bone, and that these solid
parts, if ever found, even singly, would be
as significant, for a zoologist, as the whole

of the young is unquestionably

a mark

of

The higher we rise in the
superiority.
scale of animal life the more restricted is
In proportion to
the number of offspring.
this reduction

in number, the connection

of the offspring with the parent is drawn
closer, organically and morally, till this re
lation becomes finally the foundation of all
social organization, of all human civiliza

In

tion.

some Selachians there is an actu

al organic

connection between parent and
progeny, resembling the placental connec
tion which marks the embryonic develop
ment of the higher Vertebrates.
This
feature is in harmony with the sexual re
lations among them; for it is of all facts
in their organic history the most curious,
that, among Vertebrates, the Selachians are
the only ones with whom the connection of
the sexes recalls that of the human family.
Now, these higher fishes being the first rep
resentatives of the Vertebrates on earth, or
at least those next following their earliest
where
representatives,
Myzonts, fishes which
inferior

do we find

the

are

structurally
to all others, and of which the

skeleton.

Granting also that Amphioxus
like fishes may have lived and may have

Amphioxus is the lowest member?
They
come in during the latest period of our

disappeared before the Silurian period; the
Silurian deposits follow immediately upon

world's history, with what is called the
present period, to which we ourselves be
This certainly does not look like a
long.

those in which

life

first appeared, and
contain not the highest
fishes, but the fishes next in order to the
Myzonts, and these are certainly neither
should therefore

the

Ganoids nor the Selachians.
The
presence of the Selachians at the dawn
of life upon earth is in direct contra
to the idea of a gradual progres
sive development.
They are nevertheless
exceedingly abundant in the Palaeozoic
beds, and these fossil forms are so similar
diction

to the living representatives of the same
group that what is true of the organiza
tion and development of the latter is un
questionably equally true of the former.
their features the Selachians, more
than any other fishes, resemble the high

In all
er

lay few eggs, the
higher kinds giving birth only to three,
four, or five at a brood, whereas the com
animals.

They

connected series beginning with the low
est and ending with the highest, for the
highest fishes come
come last.

first and the lowest

The companions of the Selachians in
the earlier geological periods, the Ganoids,
belong also to the higher representatives of
the class of fishes.

Some of them have the

vertebral joint of the rep
tiles and birds, enabling the head to move
ball-and-socket

upon the neck with greater freedom than
am aware that
in the lower fishes.

I

these synthetic and prophetic types, which
have myself been the ﬁrst to point out,
and in which features of higher and later

I

groups are combined or hinted at in lower
and earlier ones, have been interpreted as
transition
that

types.

I have

It

has

even been said

myself furnished the strongest
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some way or other.
How
originated
the great question, and Darwin's theory,
like all other attempts to explain the ori

structure is by no means necessarily the
earliest in time, either in the Vertebrate

thus far merely conjectural.
gin of life,
believe he has not even made the best

case,

since there

is

of the transmutation theory.
This might perhaps be so, did these types
follow, instead of preceding, the lower
fishes.
But the whole history of geologi
cal succession shows us that the lowest in

no evidence

of any
in

The world has arisen

is

is

it

other cause?

I

evidence

Synthetic and pro
type or any other.
phetic types have accompanied the intro

conjecture possible in the present state of
our knowledge.

duction of all the primary divisions of the
With these may be
animal kingdom.
found what
have called embryonic types,

of the animal world, the more sure do

I

look at the great complex

I

I

The more

are but the prelude to
It may, therefore, truly

day give themselves to speculation rather
than to close and accurate investigation.

be said that a great diversity of types has
existed from the
The most advanced Darwinians seem

articles to show,
hope in future
first, that, however broken the geological
record may be, there
complete se

it

it

if

it,

to infer that the facts
a

then be unscientific

of nature are the result of

similar

pro

a

from which
quence in many parts of
the character of the succession may be as
certained;
exquisitely

secondly, that, since the most
delicate structures, as well as

embryonic phases of growth of the most
perishable nature, have been preserved
from very early deposits, we have no
right to infer the disappearance of types
because their absence disproves some
fa

to acknowledge the intervention

of an intellectual power in the diversity
which obtains in nature, under the plea
that such an admission implies distinct
creative acts for every species. What of
were true? Have those who ob
ject to repeated acts of creation ever con
sidered that no progress can be made in
knowledge without repeated acts of think
ing? And what are thoughts but spa
ciﬁc acts of the mind? Why should

is

which

no
vorite theory; and, lastly, that there
evidence of
direct descent of later from
is

reluctant

conditions

adult

it,

those

higher structures
the adult state.

even in their

a

state, above

rise,

I

never

I

in

feel that we have not yet reached its hid
den meaning, and the more do
regret
that the young and ardent spirits of our

which

earlier species in the geological

succes

sion of animals.
Louis Ayassiz.
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loved thy music, thus

I

I

A

I

As through the forest, disarrayed
strayed,
By chill November, late
lonely minstrel of the wood
Was singing to the solitude:
said,

When o’er thy perch the leaves were spread;
Sweet was thy song, but sweeter now
Thy carol on the leafless bough.
Sing, little bird! thy note shall cheer
The sadness of the dying year.

When violets pranked the turf with blue
And morning filled their cups with dew,

